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! In 2013 a group of Biomimicry Professionals after finishing their certifications, 
realized that the power of learning about nature remains in their own community and the 
value of its synergies. For keeping their global community alive they have created bSoul 
(Biomimicry for the Soul) as a co-evolution space.!!
bSoul is a group of biomimics who have a holistic view and integrate nature, innovation, 
technology, spirituality, art, and community. It is our intention to grow this community of 
bSoulers in a context where family is part of the experience of Nature in the act of 
healing and bringing consciousness to human experience of nature and community, as 
a building block: “We are the outdoors post-training insperience of biomimicry.”  bSoul 
will happen every 2 years in different biospheres of the world.!!
The first bSoul took place in the 2014 summer solstice in the Yucatan Peninsula. For 
one week all bSoulers have collaborated with a greater common purpose: (Re)Connect 
with Nature. !!
Our goals ware very concrete, adaptable and responsive to the local context: !!
1. To create an amazing (re)connection insperience !
2. To add value, knowledge and information to the Biosphere (Biomimicry wise)!
3. To strength the Host (Local Biomimicry Network)!!
The experience was designed and hosted by Biomimika, a bioomimicry studio based in 
El Cuyo, inside the Ría Lagartos National Park (Mexico). 

bSoul: (re)connection insperience
by Melina Angel and Hugo Araujo
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El Cuyo!!
In the upper tip of the peninsula of Yucatán in Mexico is found the Biosphere Reserve of 
Ria Los Lagartos protecting an estuarium where many endangered species, as marine 
turtles, flamingos and white pelican, come to breed.!!!
The complexity of human activities has many influences in the management of the 
reserve and lots of work has yet to be done in order to attune locals with nature. 
Nevertheless, we happy and attonishing found many locals attuned with nature who 
were willing to share their knowledge with us and to learn biomimetic lens to apply their 
biological knowledge.!!
Geograficaly the reserve is the the result of three masses of water. The ocean is the 
encounter of the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea which produces an ecotone for 
marine life as the Caribean is lower than the Gulf so it creates a surgency and different 
ecosystems; and the Amazing cenotes source of fresh waters that doesn’t mix with the 
ocean underground but on the ground forming La Ria, the estuarium, floating in cycles 
the forest and nourrishing mangroves.!!
This place holds the amazing pristine environment of wildness. The main ecosystems 
we were involved with were: Coastal Dune, Wetland, Mangrove, Tropical Dry 
Forest,Cenote, Open Ocean,  and Floated Forest
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Coastal dune 
Our first encounter was with the coastal dunes. It is the interaction 

between wind, sand, water and the different plants. The wind shapes the sand, 
creating the dunes, but at the dunes the different plants including the 
coccoluba stabilize the soil, and build in a way to create this strong ground 
canopy that manages the wind, holds the ground stable and is a place for more 
life to exist. An amazing smooth sand coming from a green/blue shallow ocean 
is covered by a certain amounts of red algae coming from at least 1 km into the 
sea. This algae are deposited layer by layer with sand creating dunes. This are 
amazing compost piles where plants can establish.  

Coccoloba uvifera was launching very long branches testing the end of 
the dune with one or two parallel branches per direction. Other Tournefortia 
gnaphalodes was branching a little bit more tide and short to allow it to hold 
easier, as a tissue.  

The fragata was an amazing organism who is able to sustain himself  in the 
air currents a the same place for long periodes of time.  

But the most amazing organism we met in the coastal dunes was the 
Eretmochelys imbricata, the hawksbill sea turtle (tortuga Carey) who rose from 
the ocean under the most amazing double rainbow, to lay her eggs in the 
deepness of the costal dune for it to take care of their descendance. It is a 
species critically endangered sea turtle. Fortunate for those turtles there is a 
couple of brave women biologist patrolling the beach every night to be sure 
that any nest will be in places with no people and dogs around. So we call them 
and they came to change the nest of place just after the turtle went back into 
the ocean after covering her 100 eggs with so much care and strength. The girls 
try to do their best in remaking a nest and the success of hatching is not 
affected.  

We were inspired by this organism in several ways: the capacity of their 
back thins to scoop sand, their resilience to lay three different nests with two 
weeks apart, their ability to print the beach and its location during their way to 
the ocean after hatching, the state of trance in which they are when laying is so 
deep and remember the labor of women and its profound connection with the 
universe. 

















Wetland!
Phoenicopterus ruber, a strange name for the most amazing organism in the 

wetlands and the estuarium, the pink flamenco. We had the chance of being when 
18000 flamencos come to la Ria from several places in central America to breed. A 
meeting organized by experience. The best breeders, will have the best locations in 
the center of the concentric nesting area, despite their age. Then it comes the next 
good breeders and at the periphery the youngest with non or just one experience in 
nesting. !

The nest is made in the same material of the ground, grey sand, in the shape 
of a volcano and big enough for a bird to sit on the only egg. The hatching give birth 
to a little white flamingo who stays in the nest for weeks before coming out and stand 
up in small groups of grey little flamingos that are keeping together and safe by some 
adults, females and males.  !



COLECTIVOS

FLAMENCOº AMERICAN FLAMINGOºFLAMIN ROSEºTHIAMISISIS TURBULENTIS 

en comunidad son mucho más fuertes 





Mangrove 
From the amazing no-garbage community of San Felipe where we had the 

cross-pollinated talk about communities and biomimicry, we headed into La Ria 
towards a mangrove. We crossed the place where women of the place fish crabs at 
night to sell to the fishermen for them to hunt octopus in the open sea. Then we 
arrived to the “entry” of the magical forest where humans grow with an ecosystem. 

The hurricane of 2008 have destroyed part of the mangrove, taking with it 
trees of 35 m tall. Most of them were Black Mangrove (Avicennia germinans), which 
have extended roots as they “walk” into the ocean and form a giant tissue that give 
it resilience. This time it wasn’t enough, but the community in San Felipe organized 
a reforestation strategy where women planted seedlings of red and black 
mangroves while men did some channels of fresh water to facilitate the mix of 
waters. This fresh water comes from an open cenote where we shared a talk about 
water besides a crocodile and a bunch of big fishes. 

This talk was translated to our local companions into spanish and the effect 
was amazing. One of them, the older, became extremely agitated during the talk 
and started to say that everyone should know how water is so important. This was a 
fisherman living all his life at a coastal town and we just leveraged his interest to 
connect his enthusiasm with possible actions around water management and the 
possibilities to do it in link with the local biomimicry knowledge. 

Black mangrove (Avicennia germanis) form the front line of this ecosystem 
and tolerate more salt and more water. Then red mangroves (Rhizophora Mangle) 
are more abundant. This species has two reproductive strategies, one of them pretty 
interesting, as it produces vegetative stolons  





Cenotes 
Cenotes are the most amazing system of 

freshwater in the planet. In flat region of the Yucatan 
peninsula there are almost xx exits of an underground 
network of rivers that do not mix with salt water thanks 
to positive pressure generated by vortex. Rain and 
dryness affect the level of waters and allows the 
presence of floated forest and a permanent source of 
fresh water all year long.



Tropical dry forest 
Ceiba tree and spirits



SAGRADA

CEIBA º WHALESHARKºREQUIN-BALEINEºTHIAMISISIS TURBULENTIS 

el cielo. la tierra. el inframundo



Mayan agriculture 
Growing corn and corn harvest 



Floated forest 
We were kayaking in a 10 years cycle floated forest. 

Aquatic plants were blooming all over the water and so much 
detritus was floating that padding was challenging. It was as if 
the forest was cleaning itself somehow and many fish, turtles, 
crocodiles, birds were feasting on the abundance. We stop 
next to heron’s nests where our host and guide told us about 
this place of his that he struggle to conserve and to know. A 
real local naturalist.



Open ocean 
At last of the most beautiful of all experiences we all had in El 

Cuyo. We met the biggest fish in the world into the water swimming 
with them and manta rays. Words are almost inappropriate to express 
the pace of the whale shark, a deep calm invade you completely and 
suddenly after the stress of jumping in the water with a huge shark. 
Telepathy, self-recognition, consciousness, in these so strange for us, 
waters. As if they have understood and connect deeply with big 
cetaceans in the open waters and have shared “something” with 
them. It may be the origin of its name. 

Rhincodon typus is ovoviparus and it is possible to see the 
“belly” in females, even if no-one knows yet where they release their 
babies, it has been observed little ones in Asia. The population of the 
giant stays close to the Yucatan peninsula from may to september 
and then go down the Caribbean to Honduras and further until Bresil 
and some radio waves have shown a female crossing to Africa. This 
migration seams to be part of an ocean cycle as other species as 
Manta birostris. The migration follows events as the upwelling 
between the Caribbean sea and the gulf of Mexico, as well as 
reproductive seasons of corals and fish. 

Even if the status of whale shark is vulnerable just 1000 from 
8000 individuals have come back after the oil spill in the Mexican 
Gulf in 2010. We are bringing awareness of what this giants can teach 
us a different levels.



MIGRANTE

TIBURON BALLENA º WHALESHARKºREQUIN-BALEINEºTHIAMISISIS TURBULENTIS 

el ritmo correcto



bSoul Outcomes
EL CUYO brand awareness  (global and local) !
Biomimicry Businesses and local alliances for new 
businesses (+5) !
Pictures and videos  (+20 hours)  
(NIKON´s sponsorship) !
Ilustrations for the Biomimicy Field Guide (+20) !!
Cash Flow in the most difficult season  !
Interaction between biomimics (locals and 
internationals)


